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New Adventures in Metaphysics

Why do we formal ontology?
What can it get us?
Why are you asking me all these meta questions?



First, let’s taking a step back

A big step back



Ontology and Philosophy: Heidegger’s 
Explanation

Dasein

Past Future

thrownness projection

things: 
ready to 
hand

things: 
present at 
hand

Structure of Dasein’s everyday, 
projective activity

In our everyday lives, we are always already engaged in projective activity. 

We are thrown from some past, and projecting to some future. We are 

concerned with everyday things and put them to use within our activity. All 

of this goes unnoticed, the invisible but total background of our daily lives. 

We are unconcerned with meta-questions.



We suddenly need to think ontologically 
when things are broken

Everyday activities take place in forgetfulness of the world around us, the 

ready-to-hand that supports and makes possible our projective concern.

Ontology begins when we reach for the hammer, the marker, the charger 

and it is not available or it malfunctions or it displays some resistance. 

We are suddenly thrown back to an awareness of our world as such, our 

place within it, the things within it.



Things are broken, what to do?!
Pure Philosophy

The revelation of the brokenness of the 
world can open a pure philosophical 
questioning, to try to understand the 
nature of thrownness in being. 

What is the Being of all beings?

We contemplate our ultimate own-most 
possibility, death, and attempt to make 
sense of it. 

Regional Ontology

A philosophical/logical mindset can aid 
in the protective reconstitution of a 
particular order in a particular region.

We encounter things as non-functional 
and we engage in a task of thinking 
through the Being of the particular 
entities which are of concern to our 
particular domain. What was the source 
of their functionality?

We attempt to understand these 
entities in their widest reach so that we 
are able, within the limits of our domain, 
to provide a broad enough ontological 
understanding so that we can go back to 
our everyday activities.



Formal Ontology: Helping you Find things 
and Fix broken ones
Formal ontology / knowledge engineering is a field that merges interests of 
philosophy and computer science

It aims to create regional ontologies which cover wide-swaths of activities and 
provide a formal understanding of the entities within their scope

The aim is technical and the problem is one of engineering. How do we build data 
structures that are reusable and will allow actors within a certain domain to store 
and retrieve all relevant information for their activities now and into the future. 
How do we avoid losing the hammer?

The proposed solution is the derivation of the ontological categories and relations 
relevant to this domain and their formal description in order to support information 
systems that will be built around robust, domain appropriate principles.

It also helps one avoid thinking about death.



What do formal ontologies do?
Reality Focussed:

Express common principles of the reality of concern for a 
certain group(s) of actors (discipline)

Provide an integrative common framework for 
expressing and searching data across a broad domain 
using IsA hierarchies

Integrate data through identifying  fundamental 
relations that exist between the different entities of 
concern to this group of actors based on their shared 
reality



How can I use a formal ontology?

Use it to double check the state of your data structure

Use it to critique your data structure

Map to it and use it as a sharing format to share your data to 
aggregators

Store your data in it and use it to share your data as linked 
open data

Critique it, extend it, expand it: make it better!



Ok, but how?
On hearing the term ‘formal 
ontology’... 20 times

ReactionYawn… (looks 
desperately for exit)

Sip Coffee & wait (think 
politely of other things)

Sparkle… (hmm that 
could really be useful)

Ready yourself for some 
terms…. here we go



What is a formal ontology made of?

Scope: a definition of the intended field of discourse/reality that the formal 

ontology should cover.

e.g. Car Manufacturing, Cultural Heritage, Fashion 

Classes: universals meant to represent some set of entities in the world of 

discourse, that have a distinct, identifiable behaviour and identity.

Properties:  the relations that exist between classes in the ontology. These 

formally define the possible relations between classes and their meaning.



What kind of data can I produce based on a 
formal ontology?

Class 1 Class 2

Triples (Subject - Verb - Object) 

Class 1a Class 2a

Relation 1

Relation 1a

In a graph, supporting subsumption relation



Where do formal ontologies come from?



Empirically driven creation:

Research into data structures

Interviews with Practitioners

Competence Questions & Testing

Formal ontologies come 
from...



Getting familiar with the ontological 
point-of-view
What is it, again?

Anatomy of a Class / Anatomy of a Property

Intentions / Intensions - Extensions

Strategies for Use and Understanding

Ontology Top Level: a Crossroads

How low can you go, Using Hierarchy and the Power of 
Is-A

Picking your first Class - questions to ask yourself



Anatomy of a Class
The Label: arbitrary but identifying

Subclass/Superclass: Place in IsA

The Scope Note: gives the meaning, 
the intension. First thing to check!

The Examples: helps to verify… 
do others think/do it like you do

The Properties: more verification of 
appropriateness. 

How does it relate to other concepts? 
Is this how my concept behaves?



What’s your intention, sir? What’s your 
intension, class?

Intentions != Intensions

People have intentions

I intend to eat that donut

I intend to drink that wine

Classes have intensions

This is what a concept ‘means’

This is the content of a concept

People understand intensions



Intension != Extension

Intension <> Extension

The class’ intension is to be 
distinguished from its extension.

When we read the intension, we as 
sentient beings are able to intuit 
what this means and, thus, when to 
apply it. It gives us a rule for when 
the class is applicable.

The extension of a class are just 
that set of things that are 
instantiations of it. 

Doughnut’s Intension:

‘a small cake of sweetened or, sometimes, 

unsweetened dough fried in deep fat, 

typically shaped like a ring or, when 

prepared with a filling, a ball.’ 

Dictionary.com

The above definition is neither edible nor 

tasty!

Doughnut’s Extension: 

Tasty and Bad for your Diet!



Anatomy of a Property
The Label: arbitrary but identifying

The Domain: The set of classes from 
which the property can originate

The Range: the set of classes to which 
the property can join the domain 
class

Superproperty/subproperty: Place in 
IsA Hierarchy

The Scope Note: gives the meaning, 
the intension. First thing to check!

The Examples: helps to verify… 
do others think/do it like you do

The Properties: more verification of 
appropriateness. 



Learning / Mapping: First Stop on the Cross 
Roads of your Ontology
Formal Ontologies are arranged 
hierarchically.

The highest classes are the most 
abstract and define the highest levels 
of discourse within a domain.

Highest level classes provide your 
starting point for any mapping.

If you adopt a formal ontology, then 
the world you want to describe should 
largely be expressible under its high 
level terms.

Read them, know them, understand the 
differences between them.



‘How low can you go’ and the power of IsA
E1 Entity

E2 Temporal Entity

E4 Period

E5 Event

The IsA class hierarchy means that each 

class that falls under another class (a 

subclass) inherits both the behaviour of the 

class above (in terms of formal properties) 

and should be conceptually consistent with 

its superclass such that their conceptual 

substances do not clash.

Once you find the branch of the 

hierarchy where you concept fits… 

find how low you can go!



How do I know when to stop? How do I 
know this class is the one?
Check Intension! Is the intension of the 
class I’m looking at in line with what I’m 
trying to describe?

Check properties! What does this class 
do? Does the thing it does cover the 
kinds of things I want to be able to talk 
about? If not, what’s missing? Could it be 
elsewhere?

Go a little further! Does the class work 
but it feels a bit too generic? Maybe you 
can go further. Try a step further down 
until the intension and/or properties 
don’t seem to fit.



This isn’t working out: back to the 
crossroads
Formal Ontologies can be quite large.

They can contain subtle distinctions.

Learning a new ontology is not 
mathematical; it requires exploration like a 
city.

If you are feeling lost, head back to the 
crossroads (go back up the hierarchy).

Look around at the options. Think of the 
thing you need to express. What is the 
nature of this thing? What do you need to 
say about it? Take a look again at your 
options. Test out a new path. Take your 
time.



Let’s Review: what we’re doing and what 
we’re not

 

Doing Not Doing

This is an exercise in understanding 

what we are saying.

This is not a term matching game!

We’re providing a schema for asking 

and answering questions about some 

objects in a scientifically structured 

discourse.

We aren’t making a final statement on 

the nature of things.

Asking, ‘what do I do with it?’ Asking, ‘what is it?’



Ok, I’ve looked everywhere… nothing fits

Does it really not fit?

Check if it can be covered by a type

Types organized in hierarchies allow 
adding a great deal of expression to a 
CRM class without needing to 
change anything in the ontology. 

Ok, it really doesn’t fit or you need a 
lot more specificity..Check the 
extensions: Follow, the principle of 
reuse. Maybe someone has already 
developed something for you. 



Proposing a Class or Property

Class or Property should fit into existing structure. This is part of the principle of 
monotonicity. Changes in the ontology should not change the previous 
interpretations of existing classes and properties.

You need to decide: extend beneath an existing class (specialize) or add class 
above (generalize).

To do this, you need to return to thinking the nature of the object of discourse you 
want to add.  This requires thinking the fundamentals of Identity, Unity, Substance, 
Existence. 



Conclusions

Formal ontology is a tool for helping build better data structures

Formal ontologies attempt to represent the world as it is understood by practicing 
scientists

Formal ontologies are constrained by the world itself (not an unchecked subjective 
activity)

Learning to use a formal ontology requires understanding the basic principles 
expressed in its scope, classes and relations

Applying a formal ontology requires a recursive practice of comparing concepts 
representing reality and harmonizing them to one another

You can do it too!


